To overcome the oscillation problem in the classical momentum-based optimizer, recent work associates it with the proportional-integral (PI) controller, and artificially adds D term producing a PID controller. It suppresses oscillation with the sacrifice of introducing extra hyper-parameter.
INTRODUCTION
Serving as a fundamental tool to solve practical problems in both scientific and engineering domains, a proper optimizer plays vital role. Taking the highly concerned deep learning successful stories [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2] as examples, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) works as one of the most popular solvers, due to its ability in maintaining a good balance between efficiency and effectiveness. The expectation in training very deep networks substantially requires for even more efficient optimizer such as SGD-Momentum (MOM) [7] . However it suffers from the oscillation problem [8] , with non-negligible maximum overshoot and settling time. Such an oscillation phenomena hinders the convergence of MOM, requiring more training time and resources.
Recently, [9] shows that MOM can be treated as a special case of classical PID controller with only Proportional (P) and * equal contribution This work is supported in part by Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) under contract No.61722209, in part by Shenzhen Scice and Technology Project under Grant (JCYJ20170817161916238, GGFW2017040714161462) Integral (I) components. It further artificially adds the Derivative (D) component to form a PID based optimizer, which reduces the oscillation phenomena by introducing troublesome hyper-parameter induced by D component. In other words, the calculated coefficient of the derivative term can hardly adapt to the huge diversity of network architectures and different modalities of the training dataset. On the contrary to extend PI to PID directly, we explore that the fluctuation in MOM relates to the lag effect of integral (I) term in PI controller, and further propose an integral-Separated PI controller for stochastic Optimization, denoted as SPI-Optimizer. It separates momentum term adaptively when the inconsistency of current and historical gradient direction occurs.
More specifically, for Conditional Integration used in classical control society (denoted as CI), the integral component is only considered as long as the magnitude of the feedback deviation (the gradient) is smaller than a threshold β. That means SGD with only proportional (P) term can be viewed as CI-β = 0. Similarly, MOM never separates out the integral (I) part and can be denoted as CI-β = +∞. While the oscillation phenomenon may be tuned by setting β, the convergence speed of CI cannot be improved by trading off the parameter β, which remains bounded by CI-β = 0 and CI-β = +∞. Alternatively, our SPI-Optimizer examines the sign consistency between the residual and the integral term before enabling the integral component, thus easing the oscillation phenomenon WITHOUT introducing extra hyperparameter. Extensive experiments show that SPI-Optimizer outperforms both CI-β = 0 and CI-β = +∞, owning more generalization ability for different network structures across several popular dataset. We summarize the technique contributions as follows.
1) By associating MOM with PI controller, we analytically show that the oscillation in momentum-based method corresponds to the lag effect of integral (I) term in PI controller, which inspires us to deal with I term instead of adding D term, as the latter one introduces extra hyper-parameter.
2) A novel SPI-Optimizer based on the integral-Separated PI controller is proposed to separate momentum term adaptively when the inconsistency of current and historical gradi-ent direction occurs.
3) SPI-Optimizer eliminates the oscillation phenomenon without introducing any extra hyper-parameter and leads to considerably faster convergence speed and more accurate result on popular network architectures.
RELATED WORK
The gradient based methods have served as the most popular optimizer to solve tremendous optimization problems. While gradient descent (GD) [10] is the simplest one, it is restricted by the redundant computations for large dataset. SGD [11] improves it by sampling a random subset of the overall dataset, yet it is difficult to pass ravines [12] . Heavy ball (HB) [13] puts forward by adding a fraction to accelerate the iteration, which is further developed and named as Momentum(MOM) [7] . Lately, an increasing share of deep learning researchers train their model with adaptive learning rates methods [14, 15, 16, 17] .
Regardless the successful usage of adaptive method , recent work [18] shows that hand-tuned SGD and MOM achieve better results with same or even faster speed. Also note that state-of-the-art deep models such as ResNet [6] and DenseNet [2] are usually trained by momentum-based method, as the adaptive methods generalize worse.
On the other hand, some researchers investigate stochastic optimization by associating it with the classical Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller. The pioneer work [19] regarded SGD as the PID controller with Proportional (P) term merely. They added Integral (I) and Derivative (D) terms to achieve faster convergence. The latest work [9] interpreted that MOM can be treated as a PI controller, and a D term is added to improve SGD-Momentum on the large-scale dataset. Unfortunately, either introducing I and D terms to SGD, or introducing D term to SGD-Momentum intensifies the task of tuning (which will be elaborated in experiments).
SPI-OPTIMIZER

Pre-analysis of Oscillation
As noted in [7] , the Momentum algorithm (MOM) works by accumulating an exponentially decayed moving average of past gradients. Mathematically, the momentum-based optimizer can be defined as Eqn. (1) . While the momentum component accelerates the convergence in the case of small and consistent gradients, it suffers from oscillation phenomenon that the convergence path fluctuates about the optimal point, as shown in Fig. 1a .
Examining Eqn. (1), the integral term −αv t can introduce non-negligible weight updates that are opposite to the gradient −r∇L(θ t ) descent direction. In that case, the momentum will lag the update of weights even if the weights should change their gradient directions. Analogous to feedback control, such lag effect leads to more severe oscillation effect.
We further take a commonly used function f 1 (θ) = θ (1) 2 + 50θ (2) 2 for illustration. In Fig. 1a , the convergence path is composed of multiple weight updates shown in different colors. By considering the horizontal axis, Fig. 1b depicts the residual of the convergence path to the optimal point using blue curve, and the weight updates from both the momentum −αv t and the current gradient −r∇L(θ t ), shown as green and red arrows respectively. The weight updates (green and red arrows) start with the same direction (up) until t 1 . In the time slot [t 1 , t 2 ], as the weight exceeds the optimal point (origin point in this specific example), the gradient descent direction (red arrow) gets reversed. But owing to the large accumulated gradients value (green arrow), the weight update deviates from the current rising trend until t 2 . As a result, the momentum introduces lag effect to the update of weights in the period of [t 1 , t 2 ] and leads to severe oscillation effect with large maximum overshoot and long settling time.
integral-Separated PI Controller
The latest work [9] points out that if the optimization process is treated as a dynamic system, the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) can be interpreted as a proportion (P) controller with α = 0, and MOM/NAG can be represented as Proportional-Integral (PI) controller. To ease the oscillation caused by the lag effect of the integral / momentum, [9] artificially adds the derivative (D) term to be a PID-K d controller. However, it is questionable that the universal (D) coefficient K d , rather than a model-based one, is applicable to diverse network structures. Meanwhile the introduced hyperparameter K d needs more effort for empirical tuning. In contrast, we propose integral-Separated PI Controller based Optimizer (SPI-Optimizer) to directly deal with the integral term, WITHOUT introducing any extra hyper-parameter.
In a typical optimization problem, the gradient of the weights ∇L(θ) can be used to update the weights till the optimal solution with zero gradient. Hence the gradient {∇L(θ i )} i=0,··· ,t w.r.t. weights can be associated with the "error" in the feedback control. From the perspective of control, although PI controller leads to faster respond compared with P controller, it can easily lag and destabilize the dynamic system by accumulating large historical errors.
Recall that the conditional integration [21] in control community prevents the integral term from accumulating within pre-determined bound to suppress lag effect, the conditional integration based optimizer (CI-β) can be represented as:
where β is the threshold for each dimension of the state vectors. Such naive adoption has 2 limitations: 1) it requires to empirically tune the hyper-parameter β that cannot generalize Our expectation is an optimizer with short rising time t 1 and small maximum overshoot ∆θ max . In Fig. 1 , MOM has much shorter rising time t 1 than GD due to the accumulated gradients. However, the historical gradients lag the update of weights during [t 1 , t 2 ] when the gradient direction gets reversed, and lead to severe oscillation about the optimal point. To ease the fluctuation, the proposed SPI-Optimizer isolates the integral component of the controller when the inconsistency of current and historical gradient direction occurs, i.e., sgn(∇L(θ
Then the proposed SPI-Optimizer can be represented by v (i)
The key insight is that the historical gradients will lag the update of weights if the weights should not keep the previous direction, i.e., sgn(∇L(θ (i) t ))sgn(v (i) t ) = 1, leading to oscillation of gradients about the optimal point until the gradients compensates the momentum in the reversed direction. As a result, SPI-Optimizer can converge as fast as MOM and NAG yet leads to much smaller maximum overshoot.
To understand the SPI-Optimizer more rigorous, we specifically take the Himmelblau function as an example to visualize the optimization procedure. The convergence path of each optimizer is depicted in Fig. 2 (from blue point to red point). Apparently, GD and SPI oscillate the least. Additionally, the convergence speed of all the methods can be inferred from the left image in Fig. 2 , where the introduced hyper-parameter β by the CI-β is not reliable for a favorable result. In contrast, the proposed SPI-Optimizer takes precautions against oscillation that may lead to unstable system and slow convergence. Meanwhile, in the toy example, the convergence rate of SPI is clearly superior to that of others, not only in the initial stages where the value of error function is significant, but also in the later part when the error function is close to the minimum. Table 1 : The test errors of various optimizers under three learning rate on CIFAR-10 with AlexNet. "NaN" means not converging.
EXPERIMENTS
Comparison with the Oscillation Compensators
Comparison with PID-K d [9]: In Fig. 3(a) , while PID-K d may ease the oscillation to certain extent, its hyper-parameter K d requires much effort of empirical tuning for relatively better result. Specifically, a large range of K d is tested from 0.1 to 155; however, SPI-Optimizer 1 performs better in terms of faster convergence speed 74% and around 33% error reduction ratio than PID-K d . One guess is that K d depends on Comparison with CI-β [21] : Here the hyper-parameter β defines a bound within which the momentum term gets prevented. From Fig. 2 , the performance of CI-β is bounded by SGD (CI-β = 0) and MOM (CI-β = +∞). Similarly, Fig. 3(b) indicates that CI-β can hardly outperform SGD and MOM in a large searching range of β.
using AlexNet [24] . Quantitatively, without extra hyperparameter, the proposed SPI-Optimizer can reach higher accuracy (1.3% error reduction ratio) and faster convergence (30% speed up) than CI-β with β ranging from 0 to +∞. High Adaptability of Learning Rate. The comparison for different learning rate is demonstrated in Tab. 1, where three learning rate are evaluated on CIFAR-10 with AlexNet [24] . Interestingly, SPI-Optimizer is the only surviving PI controller (momentum related optimizer) in the case with large learning rate r = 0.18. We can safely conclude that, compared with other P/PI optimizers (SGD, MOM, and NAG), SPI-Optimizer is more robust to larger learning rate while retaining the best performance.
Convergence speed and Accuracy. We evaluate SPI-Optimizer on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 with AlexNet [24] , Resnet-56 [6] , and Wide-ResNet (WRN) [5] . Following [6] , we trained ResNet-56 by droping the learning rate by 0.1 at 50% and 75% of the training procedure and AlexNet with decayed learning rate by 0.05 of 50 epochs in Fig. 3 . WRN is selected that consists 16 layers with widening factor k = 8. Following [5] training method, the learning rate is dropped by a factor 0.2 at 60th, 120th, and 160th epoch with total budget of 200 epochs. For each optimizer we report the best test accuracy out of 7 different learning rate settings ranging from 0.05 to 0.4. From Fig. 3 , SPI-Optimizer constantly performs the best in terms of 40% faster and 5% more error reduction ratio than the second best method.
Averaged test error. We train CNNs, AlexNet, and WRN for 20 epochs, 50 epochs and 200 epochs, respectively. Note that for Adam and RMSprop, the initial learning rate is 0.001. For other methods, we choose the best learning rate from 0.05 to 0.4. As shown in Tab. 2, SPI-Optimizer outperforms the others by a large margin in terms of faster convergence speed (up to 40% epochs reduction ratio) and more accurate classification result (up to 27.5% mean error reduction ratio). Such performance gain also verifies the generalization ability of SPI-Optimizer across different datasets and different networks.
CONCLUSION
We proposed an integral-Separated PI controller based optimizer, which prevents the integral / momentum term by examining the sign consistency between residual and integral term, so as to handle the oscillation in classical momentum-based optimizer. Extensive experiments fully supported the superiority of SPI-Optimizer, with considerably faster convergence speed and more accurate result than the classical optimizers such as MOM, SGD, NAG on different networks and datasets.
